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The history of the Douglases is lost in the mists
of time, but stories abound about the possible
origins of the family, and where we got our
name. Telling a good story is important because
it raises the status of the family and the clan.

In this edition, we look at a couple of legends -
but are they myths? Or is there a kernel of
truth? There was no ‘King Douglas’, but it
seems he too has a place in building the author-
ity of our predecessors.

Let me know what you think!

The following have generously contributed to
this edition of our newsletter:

- Dr Katharine Campbell
- National Museums of Scotland
- The Royal Collections Trust
- The late Andrew Hillhouse
- Ian Douglas
- Philip Douglas
- The late Jan Shaw
- Christopher Valin

The Douglas Archives
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Scota (left) with Gaodhal Glas voyaging from Egypt, as depicted in a
15th-century manuscript of the Scotichronicon of Walter Bower; in
this version Scota and Gaodhal Glas (Latinized as Gaythelos) are
wife and husband.

Fact or Fiction?

The Douglases descend from the
Egyptians.

Pharaoh’s daughter, Scota
founded the Scots, and the
Douglases.

In this article, we look at a couple of the
hypotheses related to the story of Scota,
her escape from Egypt, travels through
the Meditarranean, Iberia, Ireland and
onward to Scotland and the origins of
that ‘dark swarthy man’.
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The story of the Douglases begins with
a Greek king, Gaythelos, also known as
Gaodhal Glas (the word ‘Gael’ is said to
be derived from his name), who was
originally from the region of Scythia. It is
said that Gaodhal Glas lived during the
time of Moses, and the latter is said to
have cured the former when he was
bitten by a serpent.

One of Gaodhal Glas’ grandsons, Niul,
was invited into Egypt as an instructor
by a pharaoh, and eventually married
one of his daughters, Scota (Both
‘Scotland’ and the Roman name for
Ireland, ‘Scotia’, are said to be derived
from her name). Niul and Scota’s people
were later driven from Egypt by a later
pharaoh, following collusion in the
Children of Israel's escape through the
parting of the Red Sea. They wandered
around the Mediterranean until they
reached Spain.

As one would expect with such an
ancient tale, there are many versions of
the story.

The early Irish chronicle Lebor Gabála
Érenn or "The Book of the Taking of
Ireland", records Scota as the daughter
of an Egyptian Pharaoh, Cingris. She
married Niul, son of Fenius Farsaid, a
Babylonian. They had a son, Gaodhal
Glas, who gave his name to the race he
founded, the Gaels. He also created the
Gaelic language by combining the best
features of the 72 languages then in
existence.

This first complete history of Scotland,
John of Fordun's 14th century Chronica
Gentis Scotorum, states it was Gaodhal
Glas (who he calls Gaythelos) who
married a Pharaoh's daughter called
Scota.

Later, during the rule of Miled / Milesius
(whose wife was incidentally also a
pharaoh’s daughter by the name of
Scota), these people heard about
Ireland, and believed it to be the island
Moses foresaw. Although Miled died in

Spain, his wife and children eventually
reached and settled in Ireland.

By Roman times, the people of the
island came to be known as the Scoti,
after Scota. So too did the residents of
Dalriada in western Scotland, who,
under Kenneth I, went on to form what is
now Scotland.

Thus the legendary origin of the Irish
people is also shared by the Scots. For
the Scots, of course, the story did not
end in Ireland. From Ireland, the
descendants of Niul and Scota travelled
to the west coast of Scotland, battled
and defeated the Picts, and became the
Scottish people.

Was this when ‘a dark-grey man’
(Sholto-Dhu-Glas) rescued Solvathius, a
king of the Scots, in the eighth century?

Continued from Page 4

And so it is, of course, that the
descendants of Gaodhal Glas are none
other than those who today bear the
name Douglas.

Whatever the truth of this mini-history, it
was an important element in the building
of regal authority of both the Kings of

Ireland and of Scotland back to a source
of power that would never be
questioned, an Egyptian Pharaoh.

And it shows why the Douglas family is
also amongst the most important people
who ever came out of Scotland.

It also explains why Douglases are ‘dark
and swarthy’!

Scota, as imagined by the artist.
Several images purporting to be her
exist, but as she was supposedly

exiled, it is unlikely that her likeness
was recorded.

The descendants of Gael and "Scota" fled Egypt, and
embarked upon a long oddessy that, over the succeeding
generations, would take them from Egypt, first to Candia
[ancient Crete], then back to their ancestral homeland of
Scythia, then to sail the Caspian Sea for several years, then
to Getulia [ancient Libya], then to Galicia [northwestern
Spain], then back to Scythia, then back to Egypt again where
another "Scota", a daughter of Pharaoh "Nectanebus", would
marry the Gael's leader Míl [Milesius], then to the islands of
Irena and Gothia, then back to Galicia, and finally on to the
conquest of Ireland, the promised land of the Gaels, under
the leadership of the sons of Míl and their mother, the
second "Scota"
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Scotia's Grave or Scota's grave is an area just
south of Tralee in County Kerry beside the Finglas
rivulet in an area known as Trughanacmy. It marks
what is reputed to be the grave of Scota, a
daughter of an Egyptian pharaoh and a Scythian
princess.

Scota is frequently translated "Scythian woman."

The traditional name of the location is Glenn
Scoithin, "vale of the little flower."

Among the possessions carried from
Egypt by Scota was a 152kg
sandstone block which had been
used as a pillow by Jacob when he
had the dream reported in Genesis
about Jacob's Ladder. This became
Scotland's Stone of Scone or Stone
of Destiny.

This painting, which was
recently discovered in a
German market near
Munich, has on the reverse
‘Georg Douglas 1835’ and
‘Hugo Sholto Douglas
1837’.

Dr. Hugo Sholto Oskar
Georg Graf Douglas
(1837-1912) was an
industralist and mine owner
who exploited the minerals
under Aschersleben, 120
miles south west of Berlin,
and 300 miles south of his
castle at Raiswiek.

A mystery remains as to
who Georg is.

Also on the reverse of the
frame is written ‘Villa
Douglas’ and ‘Ellen
Douglas, 1881’. Ellen was
Hugo’s daughter, and Villa

Douglas is seen in the background of the painting.

There is another clue on the back is ‘Diese Bild gehört
nach meinem Tod meiner Tochter Ven…?’

which translates as 'This picture belongs to my
daughter Ven after my death'

Ven would be Vendla Ellen Jenny Käthe von Grumme-
Douglas, Ellen's daughter, and Hugo's granddaughter.

What happened to the painting after it reached Ven is
unknown, til it appeared in the market.

Two little boys
at

Villa Douglas

Villa Douglas has fallen
into disrepair and is sadly

unloved.
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member of British Parliament,
and noted military genius.

I didn’t know what most of it
meant. I knew what a general
was, obviously, and people
called “Sir” were knights,
weren’t they? The rest of it
was above my pay scale at
the age of eleven. But it
sounded pretty cool. I brought
it over to my teacher and
showed him.

“I’m related to this guy,” I an-
nounced proudly.

“Really? What’s your relation
to him?” he asked.

He had me there. Saying I
was related wasn’t enough?
Now I was expected to be
specific? “He’s my great uncle
or something.”

“Oh, that’s nice.”

Nice? I was related to some-
one in the encyclopedia and
all he could say was “That’s
nice?”

I vowed that some day I would
learn more about this Sir
Howard person and the world
would be riveted by my stories
about his life and my relation
to him. Then, I promptly forgot
about the whole thing for
many years. In the meantime,

my love of history had led to
me not only getting a bache-
lor’s degree in the subject, but
even becoming a teacher.
When someone would bring
up a famous relative, I would
chime in with “I’m related to
Sir Howard Douglas.” But it
would end there, because that
was all I had.

Then came the internet. It was
the late-‘90s and I was visiting
my parents in Colorado after
having recently moved to Cali-
fornia. My dad mentioned how
he had checked out a biogra-
phy of Sir Howard from the
Boston College library when
he was in high school. All he
could recall was a story about
how, as a young man, Sir
Howard had skated for miles
on the frozen St. Lawrence
River just to meet a girl. Then
my dad remembered that
when my grandfather passed
away, he had left him some
old documents about our fam-
ily history. He handed me an
accordion folder full of yel-
lowed, typewritten pages and
some old photographs.

I felt like I had been handed a
treasure chest. It was a collec-
tion of letters from the 1940s
between my grandfather and
his cousin in Quebec, a low-
level government official who
had access to documents an

“We’re related to Sir
Howard Douglas.” My father
had said it my whole life,
starting so far back that I
couldn’t tell you how young
I was when I’d first heard it.
It was a big deal on my
dad’s side of the family, but
whenever I pressed for
more information, I’d get a
vague, “He’s in the Encyclo-
pedia Britannica. Look him
up.”

This was pre-internet, so
that meant I had to go to a
library to do that. All we had
was a set of World Book en-
cyclopedias and there was
no sign of him there. But
whenever I was at a library,
I’d forget to do it. Finally, in
sixth grade, I was looking
for something else during a
class outing to the school li-
brary and realized I was
standing in front of a set of
the prestigious Encyclope-
dia Britannica. I grabbed the
‘D’ volume off the shelf and
started flipping.

There he was: General Sir
Howard Douglas, 3rd
Baronet of Carr, Governor
of the Province of New
Brunswick, Canada,
founder of King’s College
(now the University of New
Brunswick), Lord High Pro-
tector of the Ionian Isles,

Finding Sir Howard
By Christopher J. Valin

The author tells of his journey of discovery into
the history of his relative.

Portrait of Sir Howard Douglas
from the family collection

ordinary person would have to
go through a lot of trouble to ob-
tain. He had also been an ama-
teur genealogist who had writ-
ten a brief summary of Sir
Howard’s life and had even
gone to the trouble of typing out
a family tree on a manual type-
writer. There were photographs
of paintings and etchings of Sir
Howard and Catherine, as well
as actual photographs from the
early-to-mid-1800s of his
daughter and grand-daugh-
ter…my grandfather’s grand-
mother.

It turned out Sir Howard was not
a great uncle of mine. He was
my great-great-great-great
grandfather.

The year was 1795, and then-
Lieutenant Howard Douglas,
member of that illustrious and
storied Scottish clan and de-
scendant of the Earls of Morton,
was stationed in Eastern
Canada. He had barely survived
a winter shipwreck off the coast
of Newfoundland while in transit
from England, and at the age of
nineteen had taken over as
leader of the marooned soldiers
and sailors like some kind of
Eighteenth-Century Jack Shep-
hard (from Lost). He fought off
sailors who wanted to hoard the
supplies that had washed
ashore and attempted to lead a
group of soldiers inland to find
help. Nearly all who survived
the initial crash and made it to

shore were rescued
weeks later by a passing
ship.

In Quebec City Howard
met a young woman,
Catherine Normandeau,
with whom he had a pas-
sionate love affair. He
was so enamored of her
that he once skated with a
fellow soldier up the
frozen St. Lawrence River
from Montreal in order to
accompany her to a ball.
Despite the danger, Dou-
glas made it there and
back none the worse for
wear; his companion,
however, was not so lucky
and perished during the
adventure.

As often happens with
such star-crossed rela-
tionships, Catherine pro-
duced a child, a daughter
whom they named Mar-
guerite. Being from a
prominent aristocratic
family, Howard, of course,
would never have been
able to marry her. How-
ever, he did acknowledge
his paternity and stayed in
contact with Catherine
and Marguerite through-
out their lives, even pay-
ing for the education of
Marguerite’s son, the fa-
mous musician Célestin
Lavigueur..

It was after reading all of
this that I realized I could
actually look up Sir
Howard on the World
Wide Web. I found bits of
information here and
there, although it wasn’t
much more than what I’d
already learned. But one
of the most enlightening
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adventure book written about
him.

Meanwhile, I had come to a
crossroads in my teaching
career. I had topped out on the
pay scale for my level of
education, and the only way to
get a boost was to finally obtain
my master’s degree. But I really
didn’t want to get my master’s in
education and had heard from
other teachers that it was boring
and full of a great deal of
meaningless BS that I’d never
use.

So I decided to get my MA in
something more exciting:
military history. Even better, I
found a program that would
allow me to focus on naval
warfare during the American
Revolution, which—not so
coincidentally—meant I could
get credit for studying about Sir
Charles Douglas.

Once I had finished with the
general classes, I began taking
courses in which I was able to
write research papers about my
own great-great-great-great-
great grandfather (as well as his
son). Because I wasn’t in a
position to travel much, I mostly
brought my research to me. I
went online and found that many
of the documents I needed had
been digitized, including
correspondences between Sir
Charles and his cousin, Adam
Smith (yes, that Adam Smith). I
purchased used books,
sometimes entire sets of books,
that discussed Sir Charles, no
matter how briefly. And when I
couldn’t get a physical copy, I’d
pay a library somewhere to scan
one for me.

One of the volumes I managed
to obtain a physical copy of was
the biography of Sir Howard
published in 1861 that my dad
had read when he was young. It
was written by his personal
secretary and went through his
life in great detail, from being
raised by his aunt in Scotland
and attending the military
academy at Woolwich as a
young man all the way to his
serving as MP for Liverpool in
his later years. He had written
books and articles on naval
gunnery and the construction of
bridges, of which I was able to

things I discovered was
that Sir Howard’s father
was even more famous
than he was. This set me
off on a path that defined
the next decade of my life.

Rear-Admiral Sir Charles
Douglas, 1st Baronet of
Carr, became an
obsession of mine. I was
already the type of person
who collected things
somewhat compulsively,
and soon I was collecting
information about Sir
Charles and his family tree
as if my life depended on
it. I joined genealogy
websites and created
family trees, conducted all
the research I could, and
connected with others who
had information, including
distant relatives, some of
whom had received
documents similar to mine,
often handed down
through generations.

As my body of research
grew, so did the internet,
and as the years went on, I
found more and more
information about Sir
Charles himself. But it was
always a little bit here, a
little bit there. Despite the
important things he had
accomplished in his life—
including, arguably, being
responsible for Canada
remaining part of the
British Empire and not the
United States after the
American Revolution—
there had never been any
comprehensive work about
him. Even Sir Howard had
an extensive biography
and a Canadian children’s

The editor’s family at the
Corfu memorial to

Sir Howard Douglas

periodicals from the time
period that were avail-
able online. I made sure
my research was thor-
ough and meticulous,
and that my conclusions
were sound. I received
an ‘A’ on my thesis and
graduated with honors.

While working on my pa-
per, I had emailed the
editor-in-chief of a small
publishing house that
specialized in naval his-
tory fiction and non-fic-
tion to ask a question
about one of his books.
He responded that he
was very interested in
the subject of my thesis
and asked if I was plan-
ning on publishing it. I
told him I hadn’t thought
about it, but I would send
it to him when it was
completed.

After reading it, he asked
if I would be interested in
expanding my work into
a biography of Sir
Charles Douglas and
said he would publish it if
I was. Not long after that,
I signed a contract. A
year later, Fortune’s Fa-
vorite: Sir Charles Dou-
glas and the Breaking of

the Line hit the shelves, both
physical and digital.

I’ve since become the world’s
foremost authority on Rear-Ad-
miral Sir Charles Douglas. My
book is now referenced by au-
thors and websites alike, and
I’ve been contacted by schol-
ars and writers from around
the world for further informa-
tion or clarification on matters
relating to my ancestor. And I
now have over twenty books
on my Amazon author page,
either written by or containing
a story or article by me.

I followed up my biography of
Sir Charles with a new edition
of Naval Evolutions, which had
been out of print for over one
hundred and fifty years and
was in the public domain. In
addition to writing a long intro-
duction on the history of the
controversy, I also annotated
the entire manuscript and
added an appendix full of arti-
cles and related documents.
My publisher was excited to
have it back in print, and I was
thrilled to become inextricably
linked to my ancestors as a re-
sult of the process.

The new addition of Naval
Evolutions is credited as hav-
ing been co-authored by Sir
Howard and me.

obtain copies. But my favorite
part was when I read about how
Sir Howard served as a spy in
Spain during the Napoleonic
Wars.

Then it was time for me to write
my thesis. I had a difficult time
choosing between writing it about
Sir Howard or Sir Charles. I found
a way to do both. There had been
a major controversy in the early
19th Century among naval schol-
ars about who should receive
credit for the implementation of a
maneuver called “breaking the
line” during a pivotal battle be-
tween the British and French
fleets in 1782 at the Battle of the
Saintes. Many historians give
credit to Admiral Lord Rodney,
with others disagreeing and stat-
ing that Rodney had stolen the
idea from a man named John
Clerk of Eldin. But the evidence
was clear to me that Sir Charles
was the one who had the idea,
especially after reading a book
called Naval Evolutions, written
by none other than Sir Howard
himself in 1832. The controversy
had been mostly forgotten, so I
decided to resurrect it with my
thesis and finish what Sir Howard
had started nearly two centuries
earlier.

I read every book I could find on
the subject and even found some

Christopher J. Valin is a writer, teacher, artist, and historian
living in the Los Angeles area. He received his master’s
degree with honors in military history from American Mili-
tary University and his bachelor's degree in history from
the University of Colorado-Colorado Springs.

Christopher is the 5x-great-grandson of Sir Charles Dou-
glas, the subject of his book, Fortune's Favorite: Sir
Charles and the Breaking of the Line.
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shoulder.

In researching my own
Douglas forebears for our
book "A Douglas! A
Douglas!", both Mary Smith
and I had several
interesting experiences of
information "coming" to us.
One such experience was
how I traced some long lost
kinsmen in Canada. We
already knew that my Gt-
Gt. Grandfather, Robert
Douglas (1816 - 1890)
emigrated to New South
Wales in 1839; his second
cousin James Douglas
(1803 - 1877) was actively
involved in The Hudson
Bay Company and the
Government of Vancouver
and British Columbia. He
became Governor of Van-
couver in 1851 and British
Columbia in 1858.

Any connection with that
family had long since been

lost and forgotten. We were
anxious to contact living
descendants of James
Douglas in Canada. I had
mentioned this to several
family members who trav-
eled, including Edith Myers,
hoping they may find some
clues, in the meantime I set
about finding some pieces
of the giant jigsaw myself.

in 1988, I worked as a vol-
unteer helper at Expo (in
Brisbane) at the Magna
Carta pavilion, and part of
our job was to chat and
calm the waiting crowds. I
found myself chatting to a
Canadian who was well
read in early Canadian his-
tory and knew of Sir James
Douglas. He told me there
was a Douglas college in
New Westminster, British
Columbia and I might get
some help there. I wrote
immediately to the Principal
of the college and received
a reply shortly afterwards
which put me in touch with
Professor Charlotte Girard
of the History Department
of the University of Victoria,
who had researched and
written several Papers on
the life and family of James
Douglas. Professor Girard
kindly sent me these and
also gave me the address
of a Douglas descendant.
Another letter was posted
off but this time I must have
been rushing through the
woods with my butterfly net
as there was no reply so I
left it there for awhile, re-
membering to sit still pa-
tiently.

In the meantime, a Cana-

Being a family
historian is very like
being a detective
searching for clues to
unsolved mysteries.
Over the years I have
found that the
information I'm
seeking is usually
comes to me
eventually but quite
often in the most
unexpected way or
from an unlikely
source. It reminds me
of an Asian proverb
about catching
butterflies.

The best way to
catch a butterfly is
not to go rushing
through the woods
with a butterfly net,
but to sit still, quietly
and patiently and
you will find the

butterfly has gently
alighted on your

The butterfly background image, Sky Over Corn
Field, behind the title, was created by Damien
Hirst in 2022 in recognition of the war in Ukraine
and is exhibited at the Venice Biennale.

Catching Butterflies

By Jan Shaw

dian whom Edith Myers
had met in 1985 on a bus
tour of England had also
come to Brisbane for Expo
in 1988. Edith mentioned
our search and in January
this year [1990] she re-
ceived a letter from her fel-
low traveler giving us a
Family Tree and several
names and addresses of

Sir James Douglas’s de-
scendants.

I immediately wrote and
soon after received a reply.
This reply re-established
contact with a branch of our
family lost and forgotten for
probably more than 150
years.

Whoever said that history
was dull would have made
neither a very good detec-
tive nor a butterfly catcher.

Extracted from the May
1990 edition of the Clan
Douglas Association of
Australia newsletter.

Jan Shaw was, in 1990, the Newsletter Editor of the Clan
Douglas Association of Australia newsletter, and Mary
Smith was the Genealogical Editor Both made an
enormous contribution to reseaching the history of the
Douglases, and their publication "A Douglas! A Douglas!" is
an invaluable part of the Douglas Archives.

Robert Douglas,
of Kangaroo Point

James Douglas,
of British Columbia
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When invited to a
'Potluck' meal, I am
sure that you take
along a dish to put on
the table. The joy of
the event is the sharing
of your own
contribution and the
sharing of the food
provided by others.

It is always
embarrassing when
you take a special
family recipe, and
everyone else prefers
someone elses! It is
also disappointing
when you find that the
dish you have brought
is the same as others
have provided for the
table.

We recently invited our
neighbours to join us,
and suggested that
they bring a picnic. No
one did! They came
loaded with sharing
platters and soon the
table was groaning
with food. However,
there were many cake
and few savoury
contributions. I was
offered cakes and
biscuits, and all the
sausage rolls had long
disappeared before I

had one!

A plan might have
been to have a list and
suggest those
attending picked
something off that to
gain a better balance.

With that in mind, I
have been giving
thought to how best to
fill the gaps in my
family tree. I have set
a goal of going back 10
generations, and from
time to time I produce
a 360 degree chart
where I can see the
missing generations.
This should enable me
to target certain lines
and find relatives -
possibly distant
relatives - who are
working in the same
quadrant of their
tree.

Some are better at
that than others.
Some rely on
butterflies! (See the
article by Jan Shaw),
and others just dig
into the internet and
find someone who
might be able to
help.

There are a number of
collaborative projects
that are relatively easy
to join; the
DouglasDNA Project
and Find-a-Grave are
examples. The
Douglas Archives
community forum is
another.

Referred to by some as
'the Ning site', the
Douglas Archives
Community Network
was established to
allow those
researching their
Douglas history and
families an opportunity
to network with each
other. The advantages
of this will be well

known to some, and to
others a novel
experience.

Here, we hope that
other discoveries will
be shared - birth, death
and marriage
certificates, for
example. Perhaps
brick walls will have
been broken down by
another researcher,
perhaps family lore will
be dis-proved, or,
better still, proven!

Members who join the
community network
can set up their own
page, post in the
Forum or Blog; add
photographs or
contribute to one of the
groups; network with
'friends' and other
members.

I know, and
understand, that there
is a tendency to make
a connection with
another member, and
then continue the
converation off-site. My
plea is that once you
have made some
progress, you return
and report back so that
others may learn and
not have to conduct
their own research to
achieve the same goal.
This will result in them
being able to devote
time to others' 'brick
walls' or 'dead ends'
which in turn may be
helpful to you.

When seeking help, it
is always better to give
as full a picture as
possible. The person
who sees your Douglas
ancestor's mother's
maiden name may
have the detail that you
seek, but would not
otherwise have made
the connection. Or
perhaps there is a
family history of
blacksmiths, or watch

makers that builds the
links. Tell the story!

One of the popular
networks already up
and running is the
DouglasDNA project,
where around 300 men
(It has to be male)
have submitted their
dna samples for
testing, with the results
being shared with the
group.

To get involved, if you
are a male Douglas
descendant, get tested!
Or if not a direct line
descendant, find a
cousin, uncle or some
one who is and get
them tested. Register
the results with the
Douglas DNA project
and compare the
results to find your line.
Sadly, some of these
are 'brick walls', such

as the William Douglas
who was born 1610.

At Find a Grave,
contributors all work
together to create a
virtual cemetery where
it’s easy to learn about
the final resting place
of millions of people
from around the world.

Adding the graves of
ancestors, creating
virtual memorials or
adding photos, virtual
flowers or a note to a
loved one's memorial
all assist others who
are using the website
for their research. And
if they can add
something to your
memorial, then that
might help you
breaking down a
research barrier.

Next time you attend
a family reunion or
clan gathering, take
along a copy of your
tree, and a list of
questions from your
'wanted list'. And be
prepared to share
your experiences,
and email address,
with others.
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The Douglas Family of
Salwarpe is well
documented in the
Douglas Archives under
both Salwarpe and
Fingland. The family
traces its documented
origins to William
Douglas in 1170 and via
the Drumlanrig line to
Patrick Douglas who died
in 1576 predeceasing his
father Sir James Douglas
of Drumlanrig by two
years. Patrick’s mother
was Margaret Douglas
daughter of George
Douglas, Master of
Angus. Patrick’s parents
were divorced and
although his father
remarried, he was named
in his father’s will and his
son Hugh took over from
him the inheritance of
Morton Castle in
Dumfriesshire. The
family lived there for
several generations in
close association with
their cousins and
neighbours the Dukes of
Queensberry.

William Douglas of
Fingland was born at
nearby Sanquhar Castle
when Morton was in need
of repair. He was a well-
known Jacobite
swordsman who served
overseas and is famous

as the author of the
poem to Annie
Laurie who he had
wooed as a young
man. He died in
1760 having latterly
been appointed
Commisioner of
Supply for
Dumfries.

His son General
Archibald Douglas
1707-1778
managed to
conceal his
Jacobite roots. He
served as aide de
camp to King
George II at the
Battle of Dettingen
and was one of
those responsible
for escorting
Charlotte of
Mecklenburg-
Strelitz to marry
George lll securing
in the process
positions for his
daughters at Court.
Although he moved
the family to live in
Witham, Essex he
remained MP for
Dumfries Burghs
from 1754 to 1774.

Archibald’s
youngest son
Robert Douglas
(1765 – 1806) was

commissioned as a cornet
before joining the church
and taking on the living of
Salwarpe. Salwarpe is a
pretty and historic manorial
village a few miles from
Droitwich and the River
Severn in Worcestershire.
The village on the River
Salwarpe is gathered around
the church, historic
Salwarpe Manor and the
beautiful Georgian Rectory.

Robert had 5 children, his
eldest son Henry 15 children
and his grandson William 16
and in all 4 generations of
Douglases served at
Salwarpe as vicars; the
Victorian electoral rolls show
that a sizeable part of the
village had the surname
Douglas.

My grandfather Frank, who
died early of peritonitis in
1922, was the last Douglas
vicar at Salwarpe although
my grandmother retained the

The Douglas Family of
Salwarpe,

Worcestershire,
in 2022

advowson for many
years.

Douglases of Salwarpe
have continued to
produce large families.
My father David who
died in 1976 had 7
children all of whom
now have large families
and in the latest tally
my father has 25
grandchildren and 46
great grandchildren.
We gather frequently
for christenings and
weddings but if cousins
are included a very
large venue is required.
On 12th March 1995
everyone came
together at Salwarpe –
over 150 of us – for a
surprise 80th birthday
party for my father’s
sister Elisabeth
otherwise known as
Betsy. She had last
seen the Rectory in the
1920s and thought she
was being taken for a
birthday drive.

Salwarpe Church was
packed to the gunnels
and the vicar led a
service of thanksgiving.

Salwarpe Rectory was
up for sale and the
estate agent made the
property available to us
for the day. All the old
paintings and porcelain
were gathered and
placed in their historic
positions and Betsy
who was an actress by
profession presided
and regaled us with
stories of her memories
of Salwarpe. A huge
picnic was provided
and family members of
all ages participated in
our family dance Sir
Roger de Coverley and
family favourites such
as “Kick the Can.” The
Rectory which had
been substantially
extended by Douglases
to accommodate
growing families proved
the perfect place for
Hide and Seek. It is
nowadays divided into
3 luxurious country
houses.

Philip Douglas
7th June 2022

St Michael’s Church,
Salwarpe

Salwarpe rectory which
is now sub-divied into
three homes was
formerly the residence of
the large Douglas family.

General Archibald
Douglas purchased,
on 1st Jun 1763, from
Milbourn Carter, Esq,
a good, substantial
country house at
Witham, later called
White Hall, in Essex,
which he had
previously leased.

The building is now
the Witham public
library.

Lt Gen Archibald
Douglas of Witham
(1707-8 Nov 1778)
was ADC to King
George II, Colonel of
the 13th Dragoons,
and MP for Dumfries.

Two of his sons joined
the church, Philip and
Robert. It was Robert
who took on the living
at Salwarpe.
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The dating of Morton Castle
has been debated, but it was
probably built in the late
1200s or early 1300s.
Notoriously difficult to find, it’s
situated on a triangular spur
of land, surrounded by steep
drops to an artificial loch.

It’s one of only a few surviving
hall-houses that have been
identified, and by far the most
complex. It retains some of its
original impressive presence,
and carries a real sense of
discovery.

Morton Castle once formed

part of a chain of
castles along the
strategically
important Nith
Valley, which runs
from the Solway
Firth north to the
Clyde Valley.

In the 12th century,
the honour of
Morton was a
possession of
Dunegal, Lord of
Strathnith
(Nithsdale). A ditch
to the south of the

castle is thought to date
from this period,
although it may be
natural. During the
reign of Robert the
Bruce the lands of
Morton were held by
Thomas Randolph,
later the first Earl of
Moray.

By 1307, and possibly
as early as the 1260s,
a castle had been
constructed here, on a
high defensible
promontory surrounded

Morton Castle
Home to the forebears of the
Douglas family of Salwarpe

by marshland. Randolph
also constructed an
enclosed deer park
nearby.

The Treaty of Berwick in
1357, which secured the
release of David II, also
required the Scots to
destroy thirteen castles
in Nithsdale, including
Morton. It is not clear
how much, if any, of the
original castle remains.

The lands of Morton
passed to the earls of
March, who probably

built (or rebuilt) the
existing castle in the
early 15th century.

In the mid 15th century
the lands were given by
James II of Scotland to
James Douglas of
Dalkeith, later Earl of
Morton (although the
earldom is named for
another Morton, in
Lothian).

The fourth earl of
Morton was executed in
1580 for his alleged part
in the murder of Lord

Darnley, and Morton
Castle, together with the
earldom, briefly passed
to John Maxwell, 7th
Lord Maxwell, and
grandson of the third
earl. However, in 1588,
James VI led an
expedition against the
Catholic Maxwells.
Morton Castle was
taken and burned, and
returned to the Earls of
Morton, the fourth earl's
attainder having been
reversed.

Morton Castle; Grose, 1789
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Lyrics: George Weir

Maxwelton braes are bonnie, where early fa's the dew

Where me and Annie Laurie made up the promise true

Made up the promise true, and ne'er forget will I

And for bonnie Annie Laurie I'd lay doun my head and die

She's backit like the peacock, she's breistit like the swan

She's jimp aboot the middle, her waist ye weel may span

Her waist ye weel may span, and she has a rolling eye

And for bonnie Annie Laurie I'd lay doun my head and die.

Of several versions of the song, the earliest known one that
may be closest to what Douglas wrote, follows:

It is traditionally thought that William Douglas, of
Fingland, a soldier in the Royal Scots, wrote the
words to this old Scottish love song after falling
for the daughter of Robert Laurie, the first
baronet of Maxwelton, three miles east of
Moniaive in Dumfries and Galloway.

Also known as "Maxwelton's Braes", the lines
attributed to Douglas speak of a lovers' pact with
"bonnie Annie Laurie". The soldier, who rose to
become a captain before his Jacobite
allegiances resulted in his exile, is believed to
have had a romance with Anne Laurie while she
was still in her teens.

If there was any romance, it is likely her father
opposed the match, either because his daughter
was too young, or because of Douglas's political
beliefs. Both went on to marry other people,
Laurie marrying the Laird of Craigdarroch and
Douglas eloping with a Lanarkshire heiress,
Elizabeth Clerk.

The words were first recorded in 1823 in
Sharpe's Ballad Book. It became popular with
soldiers in the Crimean War thanks to Lady John
Scott, who modernised the verses and set it to
music. In the late 1850s, she published the song
as part of a collection of verse sold to benefit the
widows and orphans of those who had fought in
the Crimea.

Photo Credit:
Glasgow Museums

Annie Laurie
or

Maxwelton’s Braes

There was a man sae dark and true

Wha Scotland loo'ed sae dear

There was a king wha lang will rue

The Scots wha flayed him sair

Gan cry the hounds o Douglasvale

Gan string the Ettrick Bow

Gan warn the spears o' Liddiesdale

That Edward leads the foe

He wore the cross our Andrew bore by the steps o’ calvary

He won the sword our Robert wore by the field o’ Balvennie

Gan shear the chains o’ slavery, gan dance my leige man lee

Gan ring the bell o’ Liberty shod wi’ the metal free

He won his spurs doon by St. Bride upon the green she free

He held the leopard and the tide by the field o’ Lintounie

Gan shine the shield yer father bore, gan strike yer metal free

Gan shine the helm yer father wore by the field of Torwoodlee

He rode yin nicht when it was mirk doon by the leopard’s lair

He chased the tyrant in his shirt around the field sae fair

Gan pack yer bags ye English loons, gan tak ye banners hame

Gan tak yer king wha sought oor croon and lost the bloody game

The Ballad of the
Black Douglas



Scottish Lairds’ Towers
By Ian Douglas
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This was the time of the border reivers,
basically bandits who terrorised,
blackmailed and stole from small
landowners who were weaker than
themselves. The reivers have been
romanticised in recent times, but the truth
is they were no more than bandits. Brave
and resourceful yes, but nice people they
certainly were not. English reivers
frequently raided in Scotland, and Scottish
reivers in England, as the border offered a
degree of protection. But both sides were
not averse to raiding from their own
countrymen, and blood feuds sometimes
existed between families, for example the
Maxwells versus the Johnstones, the
Scotts versus the Kerrs, and for a time the
Douglases versus the Crichtons, because
of actual or perceived injustices at the
hands of the other family.

In the dangerous times of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries anyone farming in the
Scottish Borders needed a fortified home
for protection, but for lairds it was only
practical to build on a more modest scale
than the castles owned by the aristocracy.
So how did the common laird live?

The more prosperous farmers usually had
their own tower, a fortified residence
designed for living in and for defence.
Towers were usually three or four stories

tall, with thick stone walls. They would
often have provision for a lookout to stand
guard on the roof, and a beacon that could
be lit to warn neighbours and summon
help if the tower was threatened.

The only entrance was a door either on
the ground floor, or sited above the ground
floor and accessible by a removable lad-
der to provide an extra obstacle for attack-
ers. The entrance was usually protected
by a thick wooden door often with an iron
yett behind it. The yett is an iron grill like a
portcullis. But whilst a portcullis is raised
and lowered vertically, a yett is simpler as
it opens like a door. Yetts are common in
fortified houses in Scotland, and a few are
found in northern England.

Most towers had a courtyard called a
barmkin attached, usually protected by a
wall of over six feet (about two metres) in
height. The barmkin provided an enclosed
and protected area with accommodation
for farm workers and room for some prized
livestock. The barmkin could be defended
against minor attacks, but in a major at-
tack everyone would have to retreat to the
much more defensible tower.

Towers were dark places, with arrow slits
or gun loops for defence, and windows
restricted to the upper floors. The external
and internal doorways were sometimes
below normal height, deliberately built so
that an attacker would have to slow down
and stoop a little to get through, making
him vulnerable.

There were many hundreds of towers
throughout Scotland and in the Scottish
Borders in particular - no one knows
exactly how many. A few have been
converted into modern family homes,
some are maintained as historic
monuments, some have been
incorporated into other building (see
Drumlanrig’s Tower later), but all too many
have been left to decay, as has
Timpendean.

The decaying remains of
Timpendean Tower

The Douglas nobles lived in
major castles such as Tantallon
and Bothwell. But below the
aristocracy there were many
lairds owners or tenants with
small farming estates, and these
small landowners also needed
protection.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries the borders area of
Scotland was lawless. The
borders saw frequent cross
border incursions by the armies
of Scotland and England, laying
waste to their enemy’s territory
and terrorising the inhabitants.
This created a lawless society, in
which many people
supplemented their meagre
farming income by raiding
adjoining valleys or across the
border.

Smailholm Tower
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Castle, and was the place the lord or
his senior official would stay when
administering their Hawick estates. It
was built for defence though, and the
walls are up to eight feet thick.

Hawick is astride a major route, now
the A7 road, between Edinburgh and
Carlisle, so it was in a strategically im-
portant site. During the “rough wooing”
of the 1540s the town was burned
down by English troops, and no doubt
the tower was badly damaged, with
anything combustable being burnt. But
you cannot burn down eight foot thick
stone walls, so it was possible to re-
store it afterwards.

In more peaceful times it went through
several iterations and the tower is now
a building within a building.

For some time with the more recently
built adjoining buildings it became part
of a coaching inn because of Hawick’s
key position on the Edinburgh to
Carlisle road. In fact it used to be
known as the only inn on the road that
it was safe and appropriate for a decent
woman to spend the night. More
recently the complex was taken over by
the Scottish Border’s council, and is
now a museum with a focus on the

border’s textile industry. It includes a
display on the history of the
towerhouse and the model in the earlier
photo is part of the display, which
shows the tower in the final stages of
being built.

The lime-washed part of the building
on the right is the old tower. Note the
gun-loop that still exists in the lower
part of the building. The bare stone
building on the left is a more recent
addition, built in the what was the
courtyard of the L-shaped tower.t

At one end of Hawick High Street
stands Drumlanrig’s Tower, but a
casual passerby might find it difficult to
recognise the building there as a
border towerhouse. Like some
towerhouses it has been repurposed
and incorporated into later buildings.
But any discerning observer will notice
clear indications of its towerhouse
origins.

Drumlanrig’s Tower was a 16th century
three storey plus attic L plan
towerhouse, similar to many across the
Scottish border area. The photograph
opposite shows a model of the tower
when it was being built.

The tower was built by James Douglas
of Drumlanrig, the owner of Drumlanrig
Castle, which is now really a palace
and well worth visiting. This family later
became the Dukes of Queensberry.
Drumlanrig’s tower is a much more
modest residence than Drumlanrig A model of the tower

during constructionn

Drumlanrig’s Tower
By Ian Douglas

Ian Douglas is the author of a
number of books on Scottish
history that are available from
Amazon, including “Clan Douglas
from Warriors to Dukes” and
“Scotland’s Great Lowland
Castles”
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Douglas Paintings
and Artifacts in the

National Museums of Scotland
National Museums Scotland cares for one of the largest
multidisciplinary collections in the world and is one of the leading
museum groups in Europe. The breadth of the collections stands
out among major museums of the world.

There are five sites: the National Museum of Scotland on
Chambers Street in Edinburgh; the National War Museum in
Edinburgh Castle; the National Museum of Flight in East Lothian;
the National Museum of Rural Life near Glasgow; and the
National Museums Collection Centre at Granton in north
Edinburgh.

Millions of local and international visitors enjoy the four museums
each year which care for one of the most diverse collections in
the world. The sheer breadth of the collections has huge power,
bringing together the arts and sciences, the cultures of Scotland
and the world, and the full spectrum of human ingenuity
alongside the diversity of the natural world.

Each of the remarkable objects has a story to tell: a story that can
inspire visitors to make connections between themselves and the
world. Collected over centuries, they enable us to explore, to
debate and to celebrate Scotland and the world around us – past,
present and future.

This portrait is one of 111 commissioned
to decorate the Great Gallery at the
Palace of Holyroodhouse, Edinburgh. It
is painted by Jacob de Wet II, a Dutch
artist working in Scotland from 1673.

These portraits illustrate the genealogy
of the royal house of Scotland from
Fergus I (who ascended the throne in
330 BC) to James VII (who abdicated in
1689). Both real and legendary, their
purpose was to proclaim the authority of
the Stuarts as divinely appointed rulers
of Scotland.

Commissioned and paid for by the
Scottish Privy Council, the series was

intended to convey the power and
greatness of the country’s governing
body as much as that of their king.

With no authentic likenesses on which to
base his portraits of medieval kings, de
Wet made extensive use of an earlier
set by the Scottish artist George
Jamesone, of which twenty-six survive in
private collections.

From this limited basis the resulting
series appears rather repetitious. Much
more important than their aesthetic merit
therefore was the symbolic power of
painting an extremely long royal lineage
stretching more than two millennia.

Douglas, 67th King of Scotland

A valiant and good
Prince. He was
drowned, coming
over the River Spey,
to war against the
Picts’

The monarch is
depicted within a
painted oval, head
and shoulders, facing
the viewer, wearing
armour and a maroon
cap with a white
feather.

Number 67 in the
series. Inscribed
DONGALLVS.SIVE.
DVGALLVS. 824.
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One of two silver communion cups,
presented to the Kirk Session of the
Parish of Stow, in memory of Rev.
James Douglas, and made by John
Rollo in Edinburgh, 1736

Model of a patent Corliss engine, horizontal and
non-condensing, scale 2 inches to 1 foot, made
from designs by Messrs Douglas and Grant of
Kirkcaldy, 1876

Sextant protractor or reflecting protractor,
invented by Sir Howard Douglas in 1811, with
Admiralty mark B 81, in fitted wooden box, made
by William Cary of London, c. 1850

This oak armchair, held in the National Museums Scotland collection, has a panel
carved with the genealogy of the Douglas of Glenbervie family. It dates from
1665.The panel with the genealogy of family is on the back of the armchair, be-
tween two uprights. The genealogy ends with Sir William Douglas of Glenbervie.
The panel also bears the Douglas emblem - the heart - and motto 'James arriere'
or 'Never behind'.

The chair reflects the pride and self-consciousness of the Douglas clan who, in
the Middle Ages, had been kingmakers. Their emblem derives from the fact that
the Sir James Douglas was entrusted with Robert the Bruce's heart after his
death in 1329.

The Bute Mazer, also known as the
Bannatyne Mazer is a medieval communal
feasting cup. The lion is thought by some to
represent Robert the Bruce. The six
enamelled shields with coats of arms
represent the families of six of Bruce's
supporters including Sir James Douglas.

Bishop Gavin and the Good Sir James Douglas adorn
the exterior of The Scottish National Portrait Gallery.

During the minority of King James VI, the Regent James
Douglas, 4th Earl of Morton was executed by the Maiden,
Scotland's version of the guillotine, in 1581.

David Hume of Godscroft's 1644 History of the House of
Douglas said that Morton was responsible for its introduction,
and had based the concept on the Halifax Gibbet: "the Maiden,
which he himself had caused make after the patterne which he
had seen in Halifax in Yorkshire".

A miniature portrait of James Douglas,
4th Earl of Morton who was the last of the
four regents of Scotland during the
minority of King James VI. He was in
some ways the most successful of the
four, since he won the civil war that had
been dragging on with the supporters of
the exiled Mary, Queen of Scots.
However, he came to an unfortunate end,
executed by means of the Maiden.

Lead matrix and impression of the seal of
Princess Margaret of Scotland, wife of
Archibald, 4th Earl of Douglas, from Threave
Castle, Kirkcudbrightshire

In the care of the
National Museums of Scotland
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Unleashed on 17 July 1936 by a
military coup against the
democratically elected government of
the Second Republic, the Spanish civil
war was a rehearsal for the second
world war. The British, French and
American governments stood aside
and permitted General Francisco
Franco, with the substantial aid of
Hitler and Mussolini, to defeat the
republic.

To this day, the war is remembered by
many as “the last great cause”, the
war of the volunteers of the
International Brigades, of the bombing
of Guernica and of the mini-civil war
within the civil war fought in Barcelona
as CNT anarchists and the Poum’s
quasi-Trotskyists battled forces of the
Catalan government, the Generalitat,
backed by the communists of the
PSUC.

Before its end, in April 1939, 325,000
had died in battle and from disease.
Historians estimate that Francoists
executed at least 150,000 during and
after the war.

Victory for the Francoist side brought
economic and political isolation for
Spain until the 1950s and the denial of
basic rights until the late 1970s.

DONALD GABRIEL
HUTCHISON DOUGLAS

VETERAN OF THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR,

ADVENTURER, ACTIVIST - AND SPY?

When journalist Kate
Mangan found Donald
Gabriel Hutchinson, as
he was then, she
described him as 'tossing
with fever and in his
soiled bedclothes'. His
arm was 'rotting and
stinking'. Nonetheless,
she thought him to be 'a
well educated, pleasant
boy with a fresh face',

'rather thin and
overgrown and did not
look a day over 18'. This
was in San Carlos, a
former monastery in
Madrid that was used as
a hospital in the Spanish
Civil War. In December
1936. Donald had been
wounded in the right wrist
by a piece of shrapnel
while fighting in the
defence of Madrid for the
elected Republican

Government of Spain.
His wound was not
initially life threatening,
but by this time, he was
‘weak and apathetic’. And
Kate knew that if she did
not get him out in time,
he would surely die.

Born in Ilfracombe,
Devon in 1915, Donald
was the son of Robert

Langton Douglas and
Grace Hutchison who
were not married. Donald
initially used her
surname.

Donald arrived in Spain
in August 1936. His
studies at Cambridge
University had been cut
short, possibly because
of his political affiliations.
He was already a
communist with an anti-
fascist record, having

been arrested in
December 1933 at a
protest against Hitler
outside the German
embassy in London and
jailed for one month.
From then on his
movements and activities
were monitored by the
British secret services.

In Spain he was known
as Donald Hutchison. In
‘Boadilla’ Esmond
Romilly remembers ‘Dan’
as a ‘cheerful and good-
natured’ Londoner.

Donald did not have
sufficient flying hours to
enter the Spanish war as
a pilot, so, until the
ammunition ran out, he
flew in Spain as a
machine-gunner. He was
posted to the Communist
Militia where he joined a
platoon of men from the
Canary Islands. At some
point, he transferred to

…rotting and stinking…

the Fifth Regiment before
the Battle of Madrid and
then briefly to the
Thälmann Battalion when
he suffered a serious
hand injury in fighting in
the Casa de Campo,
Madrid, in December
1936.

Coincidentally, his injured
hand was dressed by
Austrian communist
volunteer Renée
Durrmeyer, a cousin of
his wife-to-be, Jewish
refugee Anita Bild, a
marriage of convenience.

Donald was gay, but
wedlock saved Anita from
deportation to Europe
and Nazi
persecution.They
divorced a few years
later.

Following a brief stay in
England, Donald
returned to Spain in July
1937. He asked to be
allowed to fly, but this
was rejected (his hand
was partly paralysed)
and he was assigned as
a research clerk and mail
censor with the British

Battalion.

He was later made
secretary at the hospital
in Espluga de Francoli in
Catalonia, but quickly
became bored. He
deserted to the front
where he joined the
Signal section where he
served til he was
repatriated with the
wounded to England in
May 1938. In London he
worked for the
Czechoslovak Refugee
Trust, while raising funds
for Republican Spain.
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During the Second World
War he served briefly in
the RAF but was forced
to leave, possibly
because of his
Communist Party
membership. Then, as a
merchant navy
deckhand, he was
suspected by the British
secret services to be
acting as a communist
courier.

The war over, Donald
pops up in Berlin in 1946,
while en route to Warsaw.
In the occupied German
city he is arrested in
mysterious
circumstances and only
released following an
appeal to his brother,
who happened to be the
military governor of the
British Zone, Marshal of
the Royal Air Force
William Sholto Douglas.

His links in London to the
pro-communist Friends of
Democratic Poland had
already attracted the
attention of MI5. Once in
Poland he worked for
various German and
Polish communist
publications and applied
to become a Polish
citizen.

‘In his interview for
citizenship, Donald had
cited the benefits of the

communist system in
Poland, and his

disillusionment with the
Labour government in
Britain that had “begun,
step by step, to submit its
foreign policy, defence
plans and its economic
policy to the United
States, that is, to a small
group of multimillionaires’
families who rule the
United States”.’

However, the Polish state
security service
mistrusted him, saying he
was very articulate in

using communist
vocabulary, but they were
unsure of his intentions.
He was suspected of
spying partly due to his
contacts with George
Scott, the British Consul
in Katowice.

Distrusted by both sides
in the Cold War, Donald
left Poland in December
1951. After interludes in
France and England, in
1960 he eventually
settled in Geneva,
making a living as a
freelance interpreter with
the United Nations. There
he lived for the rest of his
life, bringing up two
adopted Ethiopian
brothers, Girma and

Soldiers inside the Governor's Palace, the last
bastion of the Fascist resistance. Earlier that day
the Republicans had detonated mines powerful
enough to blow away an entire wall. - Robert Capa.

Katharine Campbell

I first met Katharine at
the ceremony under the
walls of Stirling Castle
on a former World War
One airfield to unveil a
memorial to Air Marshall
Sholto Douglas, who
had commanded 43
Squadron RAF, which
had formed in 1916 at
Stirling. He was then a
major, but went on to
become a C-in-C
Fighter Command.

I have kept in touch
over several years, and
am in awe of her
research. I have been
aware of her intention to
write about her Uncle
Donald for a long time,
and this article draws
heavily from her
research. I look forward
to her book, which
promises to include
some ‘juicier details’ of a
life that took her Uncle
Donald from London to
Madrid, Berlin, Warsaw
and Geneva.

Doctor Katharine
Campbell was a
neuroscientist before
becoming a writer
working for many years
on the development of
pain processing and
infants. She brings to
her writing substantial

medical knowledge, an
eye for detail, and a
fascination with the
events of the first half of
the 20th century,
initiated by the exciting
story she heard as a
child from her father
Sholto Douglas, a
senior Air Force
commander. She
collaborates with
historians across
Europe and in the UK
and with leading experts
in Australia and the
Netherlands on post-
traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), or an
illness that affected her
father, especially in his
old age. She also
campaigns for the
charity Combat Stress.

William Douglas

Moges whom he had
befriended when in
Abbis Ababa at a UN
confernce in 1964.

One is now a corporate
jet pilot, the other an
economist with the
International Labour
Organisation. They both
recalled that Donald
spoke to them about
two things in particular:

Poland and the Spanish
Civil War – underlining
yet again the powerful
and lasting impact that
the Spanish Civil War
had on so many lives.

He married briefly again
in 1975, in another
marriage of
convenience. This time
it was to an American
woman, Lee Warren,

wanting residency in the
UK. They divorced four
years later.

In addition to the
Marshall of the Royal Air
Force, Donald had a full
brother, Terence Wilmot
Hutchison, a world-
famous economist.

Donald Gabriel
Hutchison Douglas died
in 1981.

…suspected
of spying…
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SAVAGE: Indifferently
termed, the Wild-man, or
Woodman, the Savage is a
large man wreathed about the
head and loins with leaves,
and generally carrying a club.

The Savage, in heraldry,
represented the forest and
the wild, remote from human
residence and improvements;
the Savage, although
uncultivated, was
nonetheless feared and as
such, was often used to
denote protection.

He is the icon of the untamed
and the unpolished but he is
fierce, ferocious and of
savage spirit. The emblem is
also a reminder that
Christianity can tame the
savage.

The Savage represented one
uncorrupted by the vices of
civilized men and signified
truth, fidelity and gratitude to
their friends. The bearer was
attempting to allude that even
the feared Savage was at his
disposal and would fight to
defend his honour.

The Savage was usually
depicted as a very large
almost Herculean man and
the club was his defence. It is
also important to note that the
bearer also may have used
the Savage as an emblem to
allude to his family name.

The Heraldry of the
4th Earl of Douglas

Seal:
Archibaldi, Ducis Terrene, Comt de
Douglas et Longeville, etc AD 1421

Archibald, Fourth Earl of Douglas, Duke
of Touraine and Earl of Longueville.

A savage man, holding in his right hand a
club and a shield. Quarterly: first, three
fleurs-de-lis, for Touraine; secondly, a
human heart, and on a chief three
mullets, for Douglas; third, a saltire and
chief, for Annandale; fourth, a lion
rampant, crowned, for Galloway; his left
hand holds a helmet, from which issues
the crest, a plume of feathers;
background crusillée.

One of the leaders of the Scottish
expeditionary force to France was Archibald
Douglas, 4th Earl of Douglas (called
Archambault Douglas in French texts).

Charles VII had little money with which to
reward his supporters, although his supporters
were few. One way to express his gratitude
was to bestow honours; and giving fiefs was a
way to help them support the costs of war far
from home.

The Earl of Douglas was
made Constable of
France in 1421. By
Letters Patent of April 19,
1424, he was given the
duchy of Touraine to hold
in peerage by him and his
heirs male of the body,
and gave homage the
same day. The earl was
killed at the battle of
Verneuil on August 17,
1424. His only son
Archibald, who had been
made count of
Longueville, succeeded
as 5th Earl of Douglas; he
had left France for
Scotland in 1423, and at
the time of his father's
death a rumour reached
France that he had died
without children; the king
assumed the title extinct
and gave the duchy to
Louis d'Anjou on Nov. 21,
1424. When the news
were disproved, the 5th
earl was allowed to retain
the title of Duke of
Touraine. He died in
1439.

His only two sons, William
and David, were executed
for treason in 1440 in
Edinburgh and the
descent of the 4th earl
was extinct.
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The Douglas Archives is a collection of more than 12,000 files
containing material, some still unedited, from a wide variety of
sources. New material is included almost daily, though not nec-
essarily published immediately. The result is a dynamic archive
of biographies, anecdotes and historical material about the
Douglas family.

Added to this is a genealogy database with details of 190,500+
individuals and also a community network allowing members to
exchange ideas and share their research.

We host the legacy files of the DouglasDNA project as a refer-
ence source for those who have submitted their DNA samples
for testing, and whose results have been shared with the
group.

A new games section as recently added to provide a fun way
of learning about Douglas history and heritage.

All material comes with a caveat lector warning. The Dou-
glas Archives should be used as a basis for further research,
and not deemed a prime source. In that context, we seek
contributions to correct inaccuracies and fill omissions.
There is not much we can do to eradicate any biased opin-
ions: we are Douglases!

The Douglas Retinue Banner

The Douglas Archives is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 3.0 Unported License.

However, it should be noted that some material is subject to the copyright of
others, and this may not be copied and published elsewhere without the
originators approval.


